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Map 6:1. Map over the project area

Tswaragano

The
Circle

The aim for the Circle Node is to strengthen the economic
activities and create a centre of activities for the hole of
Galeshewe. This will be done through building a mixed land
use, higher building density and attractive public spaces in
the area.
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Background
The Tswaragano area near the Circle in Galeshewe is one of the activity nodes identified in the Integrated Development Plan (IDP). The spot
is intended for as business area in the Master Plan and a shopping
complex is situated there. But no targets of destination or flows of people exist and developers are not interested in the area. Therefore the
Tswaragano area is an unsuitable location for developing economic
activities. The Circle Area is considered as a better alternative for this
purpose.
The Circle Area is the natural centre in Galeshewe, where action is
concentrated and in many ways it has a good potential to evolve economic activities. The flow of people through the area is high, both formal and informal business exist and there are many investors interested
to buy and develop land in the area. The street structure is monumental, shaped by five roads leading in to a roundabout and the area functions as a knot for public transportations. The new legislature area now
being built in the south of Galeshewe will together with the Circle and
the Central Business District (CBD) form a triangle of activities in Kimberley. This will make the location of the Circle Node even more central in the future.
Interviews with some traders have been done, to get to know their
opinion about trading facilities. To distinguish different areas from each
other, the whole project area will be called the Circle Node, the area
just around the roundabout will be called the Circle or the Circle Area
and the part to the west will be called the Tswaragano Area.

Youths in the Circle Area

The library area

Informal trade in the Circle Area

Situational analysis
In this chapter today’s situation in the Circle Node as well as an analysis over the area will be presented.

Land use and ownership

Business
School
Institutional
Open space/Park

Most of the land in the area is owned by the municipality. The land use
in the Tswaragano area intended for in the Master Plan1 is business, but
only a few developers have been interested, and investors that have
bought land have not developed it. This has led to most land in the area
still being undeveloped. There are however many investors interested
in the Circle Area. For instance one is interested in having a shopping
complex and a petrol station and another is interested in starting a
carwash here.2

Residential
Industrial
Parking
Services

Map 6:2. Land use according to the Master Plan

Residential
Vacant
Open space/Park
Map 6:3. The actually land use in the area

Business
School
Institutional

Petrol
station

Carwash
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Shopping
complex,
Petrol station

Undeveloped plot, owned by private investor
Undeveloped plot, owned by the municipality

Map 6:4. “Car wash, shopping complex and petrol station” indicates the
different interests in the area. “Petrol station” indicates a privatly owned plot
that has never been developed.
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Tswaragano
shopping centre
Industrial
Chamber

Pop In

In the Tswaragano area a small shopping complex is situated. It was
subsidised by the municipality and build in 1985. Today a private company owns it. Premises in the buildings are for rent and today three of
them are vacant, but a tavern was planned to open in one of the empty
premises at the end of year 2002. The size of the premises varies, the
large ones are the ones that are difficult to rent out. The largest shop in
the shopping centre is the supermarket on the corner (Super Value
Super market). In the complex also a fabric design shop, a hair salon,
a restaurant and some other smaller shops are situated.

The Informal activities in the Circle Node consist of a tavern, a shoe
repair, two market stalls, a carwash and a car mechanics. Many of the
informal activities seem to be quite successful but the facilities for them
are poor. The stalls are in a bad condition, they are often made of poles
and threadbare fabric. Some traders spoken to in the area are interested in renting stalls if such are offered.

In the Circle Area, both formal and informal businesses exist. The Formal businesses consist of two small supermarkets (Pop In, Tawakal
Shop Fish Crescent), a work shop for clothes making and some other
smaller businesses.

Map 6:5. Existing businesses in the area

Informal business
Formal business

Business
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The formal business “Pop In” and a telephone container

Tswaragano shopping centre, located in the middle of a large area of vacant
land

Social environment

Clinic
Library
Police

Map 6:6. Social amenities

Community Hall
School
Day care center

The proposed land use mainly is open space/park but these are not
developed and there is a lack of developed public spaces in the area.

Different social amenities are situated in the area, for example a library
and a Community Hall. The library is well used and has a nice garden
with trees and benches. The entrances to both the library and the Community Hall do not invite visitors to enter. The area is fenced in, but the
fence is broken and a path leads through it.

In the area close to the Circle six schools are situated and some of
them are only half filled with pupils. The schoolyards are in bad condition, only small parts are developed and big areas are covered with
wild grass. High fences of concrete or barbed wire enclose the
schoolyards because of the high crime rate in the area. The entrances
to the schools are not facing the Circle Area. In the area also a post
office and a day care centre are situated.

Schoolyards and its fencing can look like this

Although a fece surrounds the library and Community Hall, it does not stop
people from moving through the area

Green structure

Developed park
Map 6:7. Existing green structure

Potential green area

Only a part of one of the parks suggested in the Master Plan is developed and it is well utilised. The park (Bambanani Community Park) is
situated north of the library, a problem is that cars drives through it. The
other open spaces suggested in the Master Plan consist of vacant land
where sand, dust and plastic bags blow around. Directly outside the
project area, natural vegetation exists, but it is not looked after.
Olive trees have been planted every ten meters along the main streets.
The trees are today three to four meters high and do not give much
shade.

From

The south side of Bambanani Community Park is developed

The north side of the park is not taken care of.
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Both large and small
houses exist in the area

Only one-storey single-family houses exist in the project area. The residential houses are quite large and well maintained compared to in other
parts of Galeshewe. Most of the plots are around 200 square meters,
but it is not rare with plots as large as 500 square meters. Some lowcost houses also exist, these are small, grey houses made of concrete
blocks, looking the same.

Map 6:7. Residential housing in the area

Residential areas

Housing
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Roads and Traffic

Ramatshela Street

Nobengula Street

Map 6:8. Existing street structure

Sechoareng Street

There are large flows of both pedestrian and car traffic in the Circle
Area. The paved car roads in the area are between seven and eight
meters wide and lampposts have been put up along most streets. Bicycle lanes have been build along Sechoareng and Nobengula Street, but
they are narrow and people instead use them as sidewalks. The width
of the road between plot boundaries along Sechoareng Street is about
18 meters, which is narrower than most other streets in Galeshewe.
The school buses and some routes for the public transportation start in
the Circle. At some places small informal stops (ticki stops) are situated, where people stand and wait for a taxi.
In 1996 and 2001 approximately 1700 vehicles per day were counted
in Sechoareng Street and 2500 in Nobengula Street.3 This shows that
there is not a big problem with large traffic flows in the area, but the
flows increases every day. With the new legislature area in the south of
Galeshewe car traffic is estimated to increase even more.

Sechoareng Street

Ramatshela Street

Analysis of the Circle Node
The concepts of the analysis are based on Kevin Lunch’s
City Structure Analysis, but a concept of my own has also
been presented, “targets of destination”.

City Structure Analysis

Edges
There are a lot of enclosed areas close to the Circle. The
edges that demarcate the area consist of either fencing for
houses or fencing for public buildings. It is hard to orientate
oneself if you never have been in the area before, as the edges
of the Circle look the same all over.

Paths
The major paths in the area are along Sechoareng- and
Nontlatla Street. In some parts of the area accessibility is
poor, detours have to be taken to reach goals. In other parts
pedestrians walk wherever they like since the areas is undeveloped. The ortho photo shows these informal pedestrian
paths clearly.

SWOT Analysis
Strengths
• Central location, in the heart of Galeshewe and
eventually in one corner of the business triangle.
• Developers and investors are interested in the
Circle Area.
• Public transports and large flows of people go
through the area.
Most of the land is owned by the municipality.
Weaknesses
• Poor implementation of plans: public spaces/parks
suggested in the Master Plan do not exist.
• Bad location of the Tswaragano shopping complex, no targets of destination or paths close by

Districts
The character of the Circle Area is different from Galeshewe
in general; the scale is larger and the street structure is more
monumental. Some areas with a special character can be divided into different districts in the Circle Node. South of the
Tswarangano shopping complex there is a new residential area
with low cost housing. There is also one area were the houses
are much larger and better utilized than in any other parts.

•

Opportunities
• Its central location and unique character are good
reasons for doing something special in the Circle
Area.
• A starting point for public transportations, could
act as a generator.
Many vacant places that could be developed.
More residential areas can give life to the area
•
•

Threats
• Unsafe because of high crime rate.

Important crossings (nodes)
In the area primarily one crossing is of great importance, at
the roundabout traffic comes from five different directions.
Landmarks
It is hard to orientate oneself in the area because of the lack
of landmarks. The high mast light in the middle of the circle
could be counted as a one, but could also be confused with
other high mast lights on a long distance.

Landmark
Edges/enclosed areas
Map 6:9. City Structure Analysis
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Targets of destination

Targets of destination
There are quite a lot of targets of destination to reach in the Circle
Area. Both the formal and informal businesses attract people in
Galeshewe. The library and its garden are frequently used. In the mornings many people stands near Pop In on Sechoareng Street waiting for
the taxis. The schools, the police station and the clinic are also important targets in the area.
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New landmarks.

New recreational areas, like a cinema, a swimming pool and a soccer field.

A bus/taxi rank to work as an urban generator
in the area.

A mixed land use with residential areas, service and business in the same blocks.

Improved accessibility by creation of new
streets and paths through today enclosed areas.

Improved green structure by developing new
parks and open spaces.

Attractive public spaces.

A higher density, by infill with buildings containing more than one floor, semidetached houses
and apartment blocks.

Overall suggestions

Land use is proposed to be mixed within the blocks and building density higher than today. The accessibility will be improved
by making new roads and paths through today enclosed areas. New green areas will be connected to the existing open
spaces and function as green lung in the area.

The focus of the proposal is to create good conditions for economic growth in the Circle Area, where new and clear structures are developed. Service, business and residential areas
are planned in connection to a new bus/taxi rank and attractive public spaces. The Tswaragano shopping center is turned
into workshops and neighborhood shopping and the area
around it is developed for housing and recreational facilities.

Proposal for the Circle Node
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Map 6:9. Overall suggestions
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Green structure

3

Streets and traffic

4

To get better accessibility in the area, more connections will be made
by fitting new streets into the old network. The unique character of the
area, with the five roads leading in to the roundabout will be kept, but
one of the roads is closed for cars to be used only by pedestrians and
cyclists. Sechoareng Street is proposed to be narrowed and facilities
for cyclists and pedestrians are improved by creating bicycle lanes and
pedestrian paths.
Ramatshela Street
today

side walk

Ramatshela Street tomorrow. Elevation,
scale 1:400

Map 6:11. Green structure, scale 1:5000

Parks, green areas

Playgrounds, barbeque places

An urban park is suggested close to the library and small green parks
are planned in connection to the housing areas. Also the schoolyards
function as public open space, they should be restored, trees planted,
benches provided and sports facilities created.

A new green corridor will connect Bambanani Community Park with
the two undeveloped open spaces directly outside the project area.
The park should be revitalised, some more trees planted and the existing ones preserved. The vegetation that exists in the project area today
will be maintained and pruned and open land will be planted with grass.
Places for urban agriculture, playgrounds and barbeque are suggested
and provided with suitable furniture and lighting. Furniture has to be
placed out carefully, lampposts sited on strategically places and benches
placed under trees that are already grown up. To prevent cars to take
shortcuts through the park, bollards have to be put up.

New parking facilities will be placed at the back of the buildings to
prioritise the pedestrians and people travelling with public transportations. In many places the parking lots are situated close to a wide range
of amenities that have visitors at diverse hours of day and night. The
parking lots could therefore service them all. Parking along the streets
is also suggested.

Proposed street structure
Bicyle lanes and pedestrian paths
Map 6:10. Street structure, scale 1:5000
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Map 6:12. Overall building pattern, scale 1:5000

Old buildings
New buildings

Some new plots for single-family households are rather large and others are small. The wide range of house alternatives is made to entice
different income groups of people. The average plot size is however
quite large to attract middle-income households.

The suggested plan offers possibilities for many different kinds of new
residential areas. Terraced houses, semidetached houses and apartment blocks are suggested as well as detached houses. The apartments should be designed in an exiting way and some of them offer
terraces. This new kind of houses in Galeshewe could be attractive and
contribute with something special to the area.

Since buildings today are scattered throughout the area and large areas
are undeveloped, new houses will be used as infill. By using buildings
with more than one floor the building density will be increased. The
facades to the new buildings should be open and welcoming and the
entrances should face the street.

Building pattern
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Example of housing in the area

Example of housing in the area

Workshops

park

Proposal
scale 1:2000

Residential
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Two pictures of inspiration for the Cinema. Picture 6:1,
Prefect Wakayamas Modern Museum in Wakayama, Japan.
Picture 6:2, Neanderthal museum in Mettmann, Germany.

In the Circle Area a station for public transport is suggested. The bus/taxi rank is planned together with a
carwash and a petrol station and will generate large flows
of people in the area.

New buildings for activities like a large grocery store, a
cinema, a bank, offices, restaurants and cafés are suggested in the Circle Area together with apartments for
residential housing. The post office north of the library
could move from its existing position into one of the buildings in the Circle Area. If there is a demand for more
offices, the school closest to the library and Community
Hall could be developed for this purpose.

The Circle Area
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Library

Cinema

Axonometric perspective over the Circle Area, scale 1:1000

Urban park

Business,
residential

Square for strolling
and relaxation

Landmark

Service,
business

Trading square

Business,
residential

Bus/ taxi rank

Grocery store

Service,
business

This picture shows what it could look like to enter the Circle Area in the
future.

Picture of inspiration for the trading stalls, a tramstop in San
Francisco, US. Picture 6:3

Perspective over the Circle Area
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This picture shows what it looks like to enter the Circle Area today (from
Sechoareng Street)
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Plan of the Circle with three public spaces and the combined taxi/filling station, scale 1:1000

Urban Park

Square for
strolling and
relaxation

The combined taxi rank/petrol station, perspective taken from east. The photo montage is made from a picture of the Kriterion Petrol
station in Amsterdam, picture source 6:1.
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Stalls for
informal
trade

Petrol
station

Bicycle
parking
and locks

Petrol filling

Bus/ taxi rank

Illustration of the taxirank/ filling station, scale 1:100

Combined taxi rank/
filling station

Car
wash

To improve access to the library and the Community Hall, the fence
surrounding them will be taken away. In this way the connection between the Circle Area and the residential areas in the north improves.
The facade to the library will become more open if today’s enclosed
bars are exchanged, also the fencing around the schoolyards could be
exchanged to friendlier ones.
Centrally in the Circle Node, three public spaces with different characters are proposed. Next to the library as part of the green structure an
urban park will be developed. There, trees will be planted in rows, and
benches put in the shadow. Next to the taxi/ bus rank, a square with
trading facilities is suggested. In between the urban park and the trading square a square for relaxation and social gathering is suggested.

The Library, with more welcoming fascades

Today the Library looks like this
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New recreational activities like a swimming pool and a
soccer field are suggested in the area. The swimming
pool area will contain a pool with shallow water for small
children and recreational green areas. The soccer field
should be open for anyone to use, but is fenced in to be
able to shut off at special occasions. The buildings for
changing rooms situated in direct contact with the small
shopping complex could be used also for other purposes.

Also some new buildings for business are suggested in
the area to offer less expensive space for rent. Instead
of the vacant land around the shopping centre housing,
streets and green parks are proposed. This will provide
the area with people and facilitate for the development
of the shopping complex and the new workshops in the
area.

The large premises have two entrances and a rebuilding
of them should therefore be quite easy to make. The
complex could contain small workshops as a “nursery”
for companies to grow. Eventually they could be prosperous enough to move to the Circle.

Even though the economic upraise is envisaged to be
concentrated to the Circle, the shopping complex in the
Tswaragano area will still be utilised. The building contains both small and large premises and since some of
the large premises are not let out today, a few of them
could be changed and divided.

Tswaragano area
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Plan over the Tswaragano Area, scale 1:2000

Swimming pool

Play
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Single family
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Clinic
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School buildings
changed to office
buildings

Schoolyard
utalized

Illustration plan, scale 1:400. Tswaragano shopping centre today

Illustration plan, scale 1:400. The Tswaragano
shoppimg centre with divided premises

This is what Tswaragano Shopping complex looks like today

Proposal for improvement of Tswaragano shopping centre with smaller shops and revitalisation of surroundings
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In the future, the Circle Area can look like this
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In the proposal 220 new
residences are suggested,
provided in:

65 terraced houses

45 semidetached
houses

70 single family
houses

40 apartment flats
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